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With the increasing popularity of renewable energy, energy storage systems (ESSs) have

now been used as an essential way to reduce energy bills and mitigate the impact

of the uncertainty of renewable generators on the energy network. However, the high

investment cost of ESS limits its application. This article proposes the concept of

shared ESS (Shared-ESS) for microgrid owner/operator and applies it to the economic

optimal dispatch of a microgrid cluster. In addition to the energy storage, the microgrids

can achieve the peer-to-peer (P2P) transaction among each other with the use of the

Shared-ESS, which significantly improves the energy utilization efficiency. The numerical

analysis shows that the Shared-ESS can significantly reduce the energy bills of microgrid

owner/operator, shift the usage of energy during peak time, and facilitate the renewable

energy consumption.

Keywords: shared energy storage system,microgrid cluster, peer-to-peer transaction, economic optimal dispatch,

global energy management

INTRODUCTION

To tackle the increasingly serious climate change, a number of countries have set their own targets
on carbon emission reduction. Renewable energy is considered as an essential way to reduce the
carbon emission, and correspondingly, the penetration of renewable energy has been increasing
significantly in the past decade. The high penetration of renewable energy will bring challenges to
network operator to balance the network due to their fluctuation characteristics (Borghetti et al.,
2010; Denholm and Hand, 2011). Therefore, to mitigate the fluctuation and balance the network,
new technologies need to be adopted urgently.

Some scholars focused on the distributed mechanism of network-connected microgrids. Zhou
et al. (2020) developed a distributed secondary H∞ consensus approach for DC microgrids.
Full plug-and-play operation can be realized with the proposed strategy. Zhou et al. (2020a)
studied an integrated hierarchical distributed coordinated control scheme for AC–DC microgrids
interconnected by interlinking converters. Yushuai et al. (2020) established a distributed energy
management model, which takes into consideration the maximum profits of overall energy
generation and consumption and the minimum cost of energy delivery. Li et al. (2020)
proposed a double-mode energy management model for multi microgrids, which include the
island mode and the network-connected mode. A novel distributed dynamic event-triggered
Newton–Raphson algorithm was adopted to solve the problem. Li et al. (2019) also used an
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event-trigger-based distributed algorithm, which features
distributed algorithm, asynchronous communication, and
independent calculation to solve the established day-ahead and
real-time energy management models.

Energy storage system (ESS) is also an effective way to deal
with the uncertainty of renewable energy. Although the price
of battery has dropped continuously, the price and lifetime of
ESSs still cannot be ignored (Swierczyński et al., 2013). Thus,
exploring the approach of efficiently using ESSs is necessary to
accommodate the increasing renewable energy.

A number of research have been focused on the shared use
of ESSs. Roberts et al. (2019) pointed out that there are clear
financial benefits to the deployment of embedded networks
with combined solar and shared ESS (Shared-ESS) for many
sites. The addition of a Shared-ESS to an embedded network
with Photovoltaic (PV) can increase self-consumption and self-
sufficiency and reduce peak demand. Broering and Madlener
(2017) studied the economicmerit of Shared-ESS in three distinct
households in Aachen, Germany, by analyzing three scenarios
with different grid-use tariffs. The authors drew out that profits
can indeed be made below a feed-in tariff of 10 e/kWh. Liu N.
et al. (2018) proposed a concept of energy-sharing provider for
PV prosumer cluster, and the neighboring PV prosumers can
trade electricity with each other by direct sharing or buffered
sharing using the ESS. Yan et al. (2020) developed a plug-and-
play device for customer-side energy storage and an internet-
based energy storage cloud platform, aiming to investigate the
operating state and service life of energy storage devices. A kind
of energy optimization and deployment strategy for stratified
partition is designed to reduce the operating cost of the energy
storage device. By means of MATLAB/Simulink, Biech et al.
(2016) presented a simulation tool for the computation of
amortization curves for the investment of local ESS. It enables
the exploration of a wide search space by manipulating settings
on the levels of entire neighborhoods that might want to share in
local energy storage.

Some scholars have studied the service model and the
operationmechanism of Share-ESS. Oh and Son (2019) proposed
a shared energy storage service model for apartment-type factory
buildings. The proposed model aims to maximize the profit of
the service participants and the service provider. Liu et al. (2017)
described the control and communication technologies as well
as the business model that is required for the implementation
of Shared-ESS. In this model, users can use the Shared-ESS just
like their own energy storage facilities, while the Shared-ESS
operator will invest and operate centralized batteries to provide
energy storage services to the users. Based on the business model
and operation mechanism of Shared-ESS, Chen et al. (2018)
established the basic Shared-ESS operation model, according to
the charging and discharging behavior of the users. Lombardi and
Schwabe (2017) developed a business model based on the sharing
economy principle. The authors investigated two scenarios: in the
first one, a battery owner offers the service of his/her batteries
to other users, and in the second one, an independent operator
manages the battery.

The optimal capacity of the Shared-ESS is also one of the
directions worth studying. Kim and Kim (2017) proposed a
method that finds an optimal capacity of Shared-ESS and

individual PV system minimizing the total energy cost, which
consists of the expenses to buy electricity and to install the
Shared-ESS. Wang et al. (2018) raised a new concept of “charging
envelop,” which can dynamically allocate the capacity of Shared-
ESS between users and distribution network operators. Two
goals can be achieved: minimizing the energy costs for users
and releasing the distribution network constraints. Tushar et al.
(2016) investigated the ownership sharing of ESS between
residential units and multiple shared facility controllers. A
modified auction-based mechanism is designed to determine
the auction price and the allocation of energy storage shared
by the residential units. Coincidentally, Zaidi et al. (2018)
also applied the auction mechanism to carry out the capacity
allocation of Shared-ESS. The households are allowed to submit
bids in single bid format or in combinations of bids to the
auctioneer to get storage capacity in Shared-ESS. The authors
also presented a novel winner determination solution for
combinatorial auctions, which combines the genetic algorithm
with particle swarm optimization.

Besides, the service pricing of Shared-ESS is also of vital
importance. Steriotis et al. (2019) presented a Shared-ESS real-
time pricing model, which achieves an amazing tradeoff of the
interest between the service provider and end users. In Zhang
et al. (2020), the service price is determined by the marginal cost
of the residential load aggregator, and the load dispatching is
formulated as a fixed-point problem, which can better capture
the marginal cost and the interaction between electricity and
demand. Kim and Kim (2019) took the optimal capacity and
service price of the Shared-ESS into consideration simultaneously
and formulated a problem of optimal capacities of Shared-ESS for
the residential users and an optimal unit price of Shared-ESS for
the aggregator.

Plenty of research have paid attention to the energy
management of Shared-ESS. Rahbar et al. (2016) proposed
a shared energy storage management for high renewable
penetrated smart grid. The profit allocation is determined by the
profit coefficients of different users that were set by the system
operator. AlSkaif et al. (2017) presented a centralized energy
management system with a shared battery in microgrid. The
proportion of energy in the shared battery is distributed based
on the reputation function of the household users. Tascikaraoglu
et al. (2019) proposed a direct load control approach for
improving the electricity network using shared ESS and demand
response of HVAC units. The shared ESS is controlled by the
system operator to support the demand response event and
maintain the comfort level of HVAC users. Carli and Dotoli
(2017) presented a distributed control algorithm for the energy
scheduling of a group of residential users. The algorithm is based
on an iterative procedure combining parametric optimization.
Dai and Charkhgard (2018) introduced three energy storage
sharing strategies, namely, extreme free strategy, extreme fair
strategy, and contract balance strategy, and developed a bi-
objective mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model for
each strategy. Taking into consideration the behavior uncertainty
of the users, Hosseini et al. (2019) designed a tractable robust
optimization scheme with a quadratic cost function, minimizing
the total energy payment of each user. Also considering
uncertainty, Zhu and Ouahada (2019a,b) described the energy
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management problem as a constrained stochastic programming
problem and designed a centralized real-time sharing control
algorithm based on the Lyapunov optimization theory. Liu
J. et al. (2018) accounted for the investment and operation
decisions of both the Shared-ESS operator and the users and
exploited the complementarity of the users as well as economies
of scale. Taşcikaraoglu (2018) proposed a methodology that
provides an energy credit to each household for the excess
renewable energy. These energy credits are then used during
peak periods, resulting in a virtual shift of excess energy to the
periods with higher load demand. Chen et al. (2017) formulated
the energy management problem as a bi-level mathematical
model. The upper level model optimizes the allocation of energy
storage among the distribution company and users, while the
lower level model minimizes the electricity purchase costs of
the distribution company and users. The bi-level model is
transformed into a single-level mathematical program with the
equilibrium constraints model.

However, the aforementioned research work mainly focuses
on the control and pricing of the energy exchange between ESS
and the energy users and the behind-meter trading among the
users, though the commonly connected ESS is less considered.
According to the modular bi-directional converter infrastructure
proposed in Sickel et al. (2005), the trading among various users
behind the meter can be achieved by using multiple individual
AC/DC converter modules and shared DC/DC module, and a
demonstration project is adopted in Malmo, Sweden (Fu et al.,
2016). Therefore, benefiting from the power flow controllability
of AC/DC modules, the power trading among the participants is
controllable, and the billing of energy trading or selling/buying
electricity to/from the ESS can be achieved behind the meter
by adding metering unit on the AC/DC module. In this article,
we proposed the concept of Shared-ESS for microgrid cluster,
which enables the peer-to-peer (P2P) trading among participants
and trading between participants and Shared-ESS. The proposed
concept can bring benefits to both participants and the Shared-
ESS operator.

The main contributions of this article are summarized below:

• Proposed the Shared-ESS concept that enables the behind-
meter P2P trading among microgrids and the trading between
microgrids and external grid.

• Introduced an optimized day-ahead operational scheduling
approach for microgrids cluster with Shared-ESS.

• Performed a comprehensive analysis of Shared-ESS under
different scenarios of microgrid clusters and evaluated
the influence of Shared-ESS capacity and the number of
microgrids to the cluster operation.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section
The Architecture of Microgrid Cluster With Shared-ESS presents
the architecture of the proposed microgrid cluster with Shared-
ESS. Section Problem Formulation and Optimization presents
the problem formulation and optimization of the Shared-ESS in
microgrid cluster. Section Comparative Performance Scenarios
presents the evaluation of the proposed system performance
under different scenarios, and the conclusion is drawn in
section Conclusion.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF MICROGRID
CLUSTER WITH SHARED-ESS

The general infrastructure of microgrid cluster with Shared-
ESS is presented in Figure 1. The microgrid contains a
number of electricity consumers and usually has the renewable
generators like wind turbines and photovoltaic generators. The
microgrid is able to buy/sell electricity from/to the external grid,
store/buy electricity in/to the Shared-ESS, and buy/sell electricity
from/to neighborhood microgrid through the common DC bus
of Shared-ESS.

As the core equipment that helps micro-grid achieve P2P
transaction and temporary energy storage, the infrastructure of
Shared-ESS is given in Figure 2. The microgrid is connected
to both external grid and the AC/DC module of the Shared-
ESS. Each of the microgrid within the cluster will connect to
one AC/DC module of Shared-ESS, and the DC terminal of
AC/DC module is connected to the common DC bus, so that the
microgrids can exchange energy flow through the common DC
bus. In addition, if the surplus energy generated by renewable
sources cannot be consumed by the microgrids, the surplus
energy will be stored in the Shared-ESS during off-peak time
unless the Shared-ESS is fully charged.

The advantages of adopting Shared-ESS for microgrid cluster
are summarized below:

• During peak-time, Shared-ESS can reduce the amount of
electricity bought from the grid by discharging the stored
power to the microgrids.

• The Shared-ESS can reduce the fluctuation of electricity
generation caused by renewable generations.

• The Shared-ESS enables the energy exchange by transmitting
electricity through common DC bus rather than by
charging/discharging the battery itself, which is not necessary
to charge/discharge the battery frequently.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
OPTIMIZATION

In this section, the objective function, mathematical models of
core equipment, and constraints of the day-ahead microgrid
cluster optimal dispatch problem are described. Taking the
output of renewable generators and electric load of each
microgrid and the electricity price of external grid as inputs,
the optimal scheduling strategy can be obtained by solving the
mathematical model to achieve the economic optimal operation
of the microgrid cluster.

Objective Function
The objective function is to minimize the total cost of the
microgrid cluster. The total cost includes the operation and
maintenance cost of renewable generators, the cost of purchasing
electricity from the grid, the cost of buying electricity from
Shared-ESS, and the payoff of selling surplus electricity to the
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FIGURE 1 | The general infrastructure of microgrid cluster with Shared-ESS.

external grid and the Shared-ESS:

min cost =

IMG
∑

i=1

(

Ci
OM + Ci

ADN + Ci
ESS

)

(1)

Ci
OM =

T
∑

t=1

(

ci,tPV · Pi,tPV + ci,tWT · Pi,tWT

)

· 1t (2)

Ci
ADN =

T
∑

t=1

(

ci,t
b,ADN

· Pi,t
b,ADN

− ci,ts,ADN · Pi,ts,ADN

)

· 1t (3)

Ci
ESS =

T
∑

t=1

(

ci,t
b,ESS

· Pi,t
b,ESS,EX

− ci,ts,ESS · P
i,t
s,ESS,EX

)

· 1t (4)

where the Cost represents the total operational cost of microgrid
cluster; Ci

OM stands for the operation and maintenance cost
of the renewable generators in microgrid i; Ci

ADN/C
i
ESS express

the cost of exchanging power of microgrid i with the external
grid and the Shared-ESS, respectively; IMG means the number
of microgrids; T indicates the scheduling cycle; denotes the
scheduling time resolution; ci,tPV /c

i,t
WT represent the operation and

maintenance cost factor of photovoltaic generators and wind
turbines, respectively; ci,t

b,ADN
/ci,ts,ADN/c

i,t
b,ESS

/ci,ts,ESS are the P
i,t
PVP

i,t
WT

electricity prices at which microgrid i buy/sell electricity from/to
external grid/Shared-ESS at time t, respectively; Pi,tPV/ stand for
the output power of photovoltaic generators and wind turbines
in microgrid i at time t; and Pi,t

b,ADN
/Pi,ts,ADN /P

i,t
b,ESS,EX

/Pi,ts,ESS,EX
express the electric power thatmicrogrid i buy/sell from/to extern
grid/Shared-ESS at time t, respectively.

The purchase/sale electricity price of Shared-ESS is
determined by Equations (5–7) based on the pricing
methodology proposed in Zhou et al. (2020b):

ci,t
b,ESS

= ci,t
b,ESS,b

+ bb,ESS,cx
i,t
s,ESS,c (5)
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FIGURE 2 | The infrastructure of Shared-ESS.

ci,ts,ESS = ci,t
s,ESS,b

+ bs,ESS,cx
i,t
s,ESS,c (6)

xi,tESS,c =
Pi,tEL

Pi,tPV + Pi,tWT

(7)

where the ci,t
b,ESS,b

/ci,t
s,ESS,b

mean the base electricity price at which

microgrid i buy/sell electricity from/to Shared-ESS at time t; Pi,tEL
indicates the power of electric load in microgrid i at time t; xi,tESS,c
represents the ratio of electric load power to renewable energy
power; and xi,ts,ESS,c is the value of x

i,t
ESS,c normalized to the interval

[−1, 1].

Constraints
Constraints on the Electric Power Balance of

Microgrids
The electric power balance has to be met in each microgrid:

Pi,tPV + Pi,tWT + Pi,t
b,ADN

+ Pi,t
b,ESS,EX

= Pi,tEL + Pi,ts,ADN + Pi,ts,ESS,EX(8)

Constraints on the Electric Power Balance of

Common DC Bus in Shared-ESS
The electric power balance has to be met in the common DC bus
inside Shared-ESS, as shown in (9). If there is a surplus in the
power generated by renewable energy, the remaining power will
be sold to other microgrids first. If there is still power remaining
on the common DC bus, the battery of the Shared-ESS will be
charged. Thus, though the common DC bus, the P2P transaction
between the microgrids can be realized.

IMG
∑

i=1

Pi,ts,ESS,DC + PtESS,dis,DC =

IMG
∑

i=1

Pi,t
b,ESS,DC

+ PtESS,ch,DC (9)

where the Pi,t
b,ESS,DC

/Pi,ts,ESS,DC stand for the value of the electric
power bought/sold from/to Shared-ESS transmitted to the
commonDC bus inmicrogrid i at time t and Pt

ESS,ch,DC
/Pt

ESS,dis,DC
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express the value of the charge/discharge power of the battery in
Shared-ESS transmitted to the DC bus in microgrid i at time t.

Constraints on the Upper and Lower Limits of

Electric Power Purchased/Sold From/to External Grid
Due to the capacity limitations of the transmission lines and
transformers, the interaction power of each microgrid and
external grid has upper and lower limits. Meanwhile, at each
moment, the power purchase/sale behavior between microgrids
and external grid cannot occur at the same time:











0 ≤ Pi,t
b,ADN

≤ Ii,t
b,ADN

· Pmax
b,ADN

0 ≤ Pi,ts,ADN ≤ Ii,ts,ADN · Pmax
s,ADN

0 ≤ Ii,t
b,ADN

+ Ii,ts,ADN ≤ 1

(10)

where the Ii,t
b,ADN

/Ii,ts,ADN are 0–1 variables, meaning that the
microgrid i and external grid power buy/sale status at time t
and Pmax

b,ADN
/Pmax

s,ADN indicate the upper limit of electric power
bought/sold from/to external grid.

Constraints on Upper and Lower Limits of Electric

Power Purchased/Sold From/to Shared-ESS
Due to the capacity limitations of the transmission lines and
AC/DC converters, the interaction power of each microgrid and
Shared-ESS has upper and lower limits. Meanwhile, at each
moment, the power purchase/sale behavior between microgrids
and Shared-ESS cannot occur at the same time:











0 ≤ Pi,t
b,ESS,EX

≤ Ii,t
b,ESS

· Pmax
b,ESS,EX

0 ≤ Pi,ts,ESS,EX ≤ Ii,ts,ESS · P
max
s,ESS,EX

0 ≤ Ii,t
b,ESS

+ Ii,ts,ESS ≤ 1

(11)

where the Ii,t
b,ESS

/Ii,ts,ESS are 0–1 variables, representing that the
microgrid i and Shared-ESS power buy/sale status at time t

TABLE 1 | Introduction of different scenarios.

Scenario The capacity of battery

in Shared-ESS/(kWh)

Number of microgrids

connected to

Shared-ESS

Total cost/

RMB

Scenario 1 3,000 4 3360.8191

Scenario 2 0 4 4070.6475

Scenario 3 1,000 4 3564.7461

Scenario 4 5,000 4 3302.0391

Scenario 5 3,000 6 4962.4749

Scenario 6 0 6 5810.2365

TABLE 2 | Real-time trading price.

Period Time Price/[RMB/(kWh)]

Valley 23:00–07:00 0.47

Off-peak 07:00–08:00, 11:00–18:00 0.87

Peak 08:00–11:00, 18:00–23:00 1.09

and Pmax
b,ESS,EX

/Pmax
s,ESS,EX are the upper limit of electric power

bought/sold from/to Shared-ESS.

Constraints on Preventing the Transactions Between

Shared-ESS and External Grid via Microgrids
In consideration of economy and safety, microgrids are not
allowed to sell the electricity purchased from external grid to
Shared-ESS or sell the electricity purchased from Shared-ESS to
external grid at the same time:

{

0 ≤ Ii,t
b,ADN

+ Ii,ts,ESS ≤ 1

0 ≤ Ii,ts,ADN + Ii,t
b,ESS

≤ 1
(12)

TABLE 3 | Operational parameters of the microgrid cluster system.

Symbol Value Description

T 24 Scheduling cycle

1t 1 h Scheduling time resolution

0.025 RMB/(kWh) Operation and maintenance cost of

photovoltaic geneci,tPV rators

ci,tWT 0.029 RMB/(kWh) Operation and maintenance cost of wind

turbines

Pmax
b,ADN 500 kW Maximum power bought by each microgrid

from external grid

Pmax
s,ADN 500 kW Maximum power sold by each microgrid to

external grid

Pmax
b,ESS,EX 0.1 · CapESS Maximum power bought by each microgrid

from Shared-ESS

Pmax
b,ESS,EX 0.1 · CapESS Maximum power sold by each microgrid to

Shared-ESS

Pmin
ESS,dis 0.02 · CapESS Minimum power discharged from the battery

in Shared-ESS

Pmax
s,ESS,EXP

max
ESS,dis 0.25 · CapESS Maximum power discharged from the

battery in Shared-ESS

Pmin
ESS,ch 0.02 · CapESS Minimum power charged to the battery in

Shared-ESS

Pmax
ESS,ch 0.25 · CapESS Maximum power charged to the battery in

Shared-ESS

Pmax
ESS,cyc 4 · CapESS Maximum cycle power of the battery in

Shared-ESS

Wmin
ESS

0.025 · CapESS Lower limit of energy of the battery in

Shared-ESS

Wmin
ESS

0.975 · CapESS Upper limit of energy of the battery in

Shared-ESS

σESS 0.001 The self-discharge rate of the battery in

Shared-ESS

ηESS,DC,AC 0.95 The efficiency of DC/AC conversion in

Shared-ESS

ηESS,AC,DC 0.95 The efficiency of AC/DC conversion in

Shared-ESS

ηESS,ch 0.98 The efficiency of DC/DC conversion when

the battery is charged

ηESS,dis 0.98 The efficiency of DC/DC conversion when

the battery is discharged
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Constraints on the Charge and Discharge Power of

the Battery in Shared-ESS
Due to the capacity limitations of the battery and the DC/DC
converter, there is an upper limit on the charge and discharge
power of the battery in Shared-ESS. Meanwhile, in order to
prevent unnecessary battery loss, this power has a lower limit. In
addition, the charge and discharge behavior of the battery cannot
occur at the same time:







It
ESS,dis

· Pmin
ESS,dis

≤ Pt
ESS,dis

≤ It
ESS,dis

· Pmax
ESS,dis

It
ESS,ch

· Pmin
ESS,ch

≤ Pt
ESS,ch

≤ It
ESS,ch

· Pmax
ESS,ch

0 ≤ It
ESS,dis

+ It
ESS,ch

≤ 1

(13)

where the It
ESS,ch

/It
ESS,dis

are 0–1 variables, standing for the
charge/discharge status of the battery in Shared-ESS at time
t; Pt

ESS,ch
/Pt

ESS,dis
express the charge/discharge power of the

battery at time t; and Pmax
ESS,ch

/Pmax
ESS,dis

/Pmin
ESS,ch

/Pmin
ESS,dis

mean the
upper/lower limit of the charge/discharge power of the battery
at time t.

Constraints on the Cycle Power of the Battery in

Shared-ESS
In order to reduce the loss of the battery and thus ensure the
service life of the battery, constraints on the charge and discharge
cycle power of the battery have to be added:

T
∑

t=1

(

PtESS,dis + PtESS,ch

)

≤ Pmax
ESS,cyc (14)

where the Pmax
ESS,cyc indicates the maximum cycle power of

the battery.

Constraints on the Energy of the Battery in

Shared-ESS
In order to ensure the normal operation of the battery, the upper
and lower limits of the energy of the battery in Shared-ESS should
be set. In addition, the energy of the battery at each time has
a certain relationship with the charge or discharge power of
the previous time. Moreover, to ensure the sustainability of the
scheduling strategy, the energy of the battery has to bemade equal
at the beginning and the end of each scheduling cycle:



















Wmin
ESS ≤ Wt

ESS ≤ Wmax
ESS

Wt+1
ESS = Wt

ESS (1− σESS) +

(

Pt
ESS,ch

− Pt
ESS,dis

)

·

1t, (t = 0, · · · ,T − 1)

WT
ESS = W0

ESS

(15)

where the Wt
ESS represents the energy of the battery in Shared-

ESS at time t;Wmin
ESS /W

max
ESS are the lower/upper limit of the energy

of the battery; and σESS stands for the self-discharge rate of
the battery.

FIGURE 3 | Electric power balance of microgrids in scenario 1. (A) Electric

power balance of microgrid 1 in scenario 1. (B) Electric power balance of

microgrid 2 in scenario 1. (C) Electric power balance of microgrid 3 in scenario

1. (D) Electric power balance of microgrid 4 in scenario 1.
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Constraints on the Efficiency of Energy Conversion in

Shared-ESS
Because of the power loss of bidirectional converters in Shared-
ESS, the efficiency constraints of each device should be added:



















Pi,t
b,ESS,EX

= ηESS,DC,AC · Pi,t
b,ESS,DC

Pi,ts,ESS,DC = ηESS,AC,DC · Pi,ts,ESS,EX
Pt
ESS,dis,DC

= ηESS,dis · P
t
ESS,dis

Pt
ESS,ch

= ηESS,ch · P
t
ESS,ch,DC

(16)

where the ηESS,DC,AC expresses the efficiency of DC/AC
converters to convert electricity from DC to AC; ηESS,AC,DC
means the efficiency of DC/AC converters to convert electricity
from AC to DC; ηESS,dis indicates the efficiency of DC/DC
converter when the battery is dischargeηESS,DC,ACd; and ηESS,ch
denotes the efficiency of DC/DC converter when the battery
is charged.

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE
SCENARIOS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed Shared-ESS in
microgrid cluster, a number of case studies have been performed
in this section. The power exchanged among the microgrids, the
charging/discharging actions of shared-ESS, and the influence of
the capacity of the battery in Shared-ESS to the whole system
operation in different scenarios are discussed in this section
as well. The modeling, solving, and analysis of the numerical
analysis are programmed based on MATLAB R2018b, and the
IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is used as the solver to
find the optimal day-ahead scheduling of the proposed model.

The six scenarios used for evaluating the Shared-ESS are
listed in Table 1. The microgrid models are of three types:
(1) commercial type, (2) domestic type, and (3) industrial
type. The Time of Use (TOU) tariff is adopted for purchasing

FIGURE 4 | The operating status of Shared-ESS in scenario 1. (A) Electric power balance of common DC bus in Shared-ESS in scenario 1. (B) Energy change

diagram of Shared-ESS in scenario 1.
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electricity from external grid by microgrid. The peak time
duration is between 08:00–11:00 and 18:00–23:00; the off-peak
time duration is between 07:00–08:00 and 11:00–18:00; and
the valley time duration is between 23:00 and 07:00. The real-
time trading electricity price is shown in Table 2. The feed-
in tariff of export renewable generation to external grid is set
as 0.34 RMB/(kWh).

The operational parameters for the system are listed in
Table 3.

Basic Scenario
The basic scenario refers to scenario 1 in Table 1, the capacity
of Shared-ESS is 3,000 kWh, and the microgrid cluster contains

4 microgrids. The operational performance of the microgrid
cluster is shown in Figures 3–5.

Operation Overview
According to Figure 3, it can be found that electricity demand
can be satisfied by purchasing electricity from Shared-ESS rather
than from the external grid during most of the peak time; during
the off-peak time duration, the microgrids will purchase the
inexpensive electricity from the external grid to feed the demand
gap that the renewable generator cannot support; during the
valley time, the surplus electricity generated by wind turbines will
be stored into the Shared-ESS rather than selling to the external
grid, which bring extra benefits to the microgrids.

FIGURE 5 | The energy bills of each microgrid within the cluster in scenario 1.

FIGURE 6 | The energy bills of each microgrid within the cluster in scenario 2.
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However, due to the limited capacity of the battery in Shared-
ESS, a considerable portion of the surplus power in microgrid
1 is sold to the external grid. The reason why the electricity of
microgrid 1 is sold instead of other microgrids is because during
this period, microgrid 1 has the lowest electricity price to Shared-
ESS. Therefore, microgrid 1 sells surplus power to the external
grid, so that the entire microgrid group can obtain the maximum
economic benefits.

Power Exchange Among Microgrids
During 13:00–16:00 and 21:00–23:00, since the renewable energy
of microgrid 4 generates more electricity, the power needs to be
sold to meet the power balance of microgrid 4. However, other
microgrids are still unable to make ends meet. At this time, it
is not necessary to choose to sell electricity to the external grid

with a low feed-in-tariff, and it is also not necessary to charge
the battery in Shared-ESS. Electricity can be sold to microgrid 2
and microgrid 1 indirectly through the common DC bus inside
Shared-ESS. In this way, the energy transmission efficiency is
improved, the battery loss is reduced, and the cost of electricity
is reduced too. Similarly, as for the selection of the microgrid, the
algorithm will automatically choose to make microgrid 4 interact
with the microgrid with the lowest cost of purchasing power
from Shared-ESS.

Economic Benefit Analysis
The energy bills of each microgrid within the cluster are
presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that the microgrid 3 with a
higher electric load purchases more electricity from the external
grid, so the cost is higher; and the microgrid 4 with more

FIGURE 7 | The operating status of Shared-ESS in scenario 3. (A) Electric power balance of common DC bus in Shared-ESS in scenario 3. (B) Energy change

diagram of Shared-ESS in scenario 3.
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renewable energy sources sells more electricity to Shared-ESS, so
as to obtain more profits.

As shown in Figure 4, during the period when the renewable
energy generation of microgrids exceed the electric load (23:00–
7:00 the next day), the battery in Shared-ESS is charged; and
during the period when the electricity price of external grid is
very high (08:00–11:00 and 18:00–21:00), the battery in Shared-
ESS is discharged. It can be seen that the use of Shared-ESS can
not only play a role in shifting the usage of energy during peak
time but also achieve the consumption of renewable energy.

Non-Shared-ESS Scenario
The non-Shared-ESS scenario refers to scenario 2 in Table 1. It
has no Shared-ESS, and the load profile of the microgrid cluster is
the same as scenario 1. The energy bills of each microgrid within
the cluster are presented in Figure 6.

Operation Overview
Since there are no Shared-ESS in this scenario, the microgrid
can only sell surplus electricity to the external grid and purchase
the electricity from the external grid when necessary, which will
result in compressed profit margins.

Economic Benefit Analysis
The daily electricity bill of the microgrid cluster without Shared-
ESS is 4,070.6475RMB, which is 699.8284RMB higher than the
cost of scenario 1. For the high renewable penetrated microgrid
4, the payoff is reduced from 557.6242RMB to 402.2410RMB
(38.63% lower).

In general, compared with the microgrid cluster without
Shared-ESS, the cluster equipped with Shared-ESS can reduce the
total cost of purchasing electricity from the grid and improve
the profitability of the microgrid that acts as a prosumer in
the cluster.

FIGURE 8 | The operating status of Shared-ESS in scenario 4. (A) Electric power balance of common DC bus in Shared-ESS in scenario 4. (B) Energy change

diagram of Shared-ESS in scenario 4.
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FIGURE 9 | The operating status of Shared-ESS in scenario 5. (A) Electric power balance of common DC bus in Shared-ESS in scenario 5. (B) Energy change

diagram of Shared-ESS in scenario 5.

Influence of the Capacity of the Battery in
Shared-ESS to Microgrid Cluster
Larger capacity of Shared-ESS can correspondingly improve
the flexibility of microgrid clusters. However, larger Shared-
ESS means higher investment toward the physical equipment.
In this part, various capacities (1,000 and 5,000 kWh) of the
battery in Shared-ESS are evaluated and compared to scenario 1.
These scenarios refer to scenario 3 and cenario 4 in Table 1. The
operational results are given in Figures 7, 8.

Operation Overview
When the capacity of the battery in Shared-ESS is 1,000 kWh,
due to the insufficient battery capacity, a considerable part of
the energy generated by renewable energy is not stored in the
battery but is sold to the external grid due to lower feed-in-tariff.

As a result of the power limitation of the AC/DC converters,
during the peak period of power consumption, the demand of
the load could not be met when the Shared-ESS reached the
upper limit of the power sold to the microgrids. Therefore, it is
still necessary to purchase electricity from the external grid at a
high price. In fact, even if the power limitation of the AC/DC
converter is not considered, the ESS still could not meet the
load demand during the peak period of power consumption,
because the battery capacity is so small that the stored energy is
not enough.

When the capacity of the battery in Shared-ESS is 5,000 kWh,
almost all the output of renewable energy is stored into Shared-
ESS. During the period when the electricity price is high, most of
the load demand is satisfied by Shared-ESS. There is still a small
part that needs to be purchased from the external grid, because
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the battery of Shared-ESS needs to keep the energy equal to the
beginning after the end of a scheduling cycle.

Power Exchange Among Microgrids
For scenario 3, as the renewable energy output of microgrid 4 is
relatively large, a part of the energy still needs to be sold to other
microgrids through the common DC bus, but this part of energy
reduces a lot, for the battery of Shared-ESS needs to be charged at
noon to meet the electricity demand in the evening.

For scenario 4, the situation in which the microgrid 4
with more renewable energy output supplies energy to other
microgrids through the common DC bus is not much different
from the basic scenario.

Economic Benefit Analysis
When the capacity of the battery in Shared-ESS is reduced from
3,000 to 1,000 kWh, the total electricity cost of the microgrid
cluster increases from 3,360.8191RMB to 3,564.7461RMB, which
is 203.927RMB higher. According to the different electric load,
the cost of microgrids 1–3 increases to a different extent. It
can be seen that, in this situation, reducing the capacity of the
battery in Shared-ESS is inconducive not only to shift the usage
of energy during peak time but also to significantly increase the
cost of electricity.

When the capacity of the battery in Shared-ESS is
increased from 3,000 to 5,000 kWh, the total electricity
cost of the microgrid cluster reduces from 3,360.8191RMB to

FIGURE 10 | The energy bills of each microgrid within the cluster in scenario 5.

FIGURE 11 | The energy bills of each microgrid within the cluster in scenario 6.
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3,302.0391RMB, which is 58.78RMB lower. Each microgrid has a
slight decrease in cost or increase in profit, but not significantly.
It can be seen that, in this situation, increasing the capacity of
the battery in Shared-ESS does not play an important role, and
the cost reduction is very small. Obviously, this reduction is not
worth the additional investment costs.

In summary, about 3,000 kWh is an ideal capacity for the
battery in Shared-ESS.

Influence of the Number of Microgrids to
Microgrid Cluster
This case corresponds to scenarios 5 and 6 inTable 1. The battery
in Shared-ESS has a capacity of 3,000 kWh, and 6 microgrids in
the microgrid cluster are connected to Shared-ESS. The results of
the optimization are shown in Figures 9–11.

Operation Overview
When the number of the microgrids increases to 6, the 3,000
kWh battery capacity is not enough. At this time, some of the
renewable generation output could not be stored in the battery in
Shared-ESS, but is sold to the external grid. And during the peak
period of power consumption, a considerable part of electric load
is satisfied by purchasing electricity from the external grid (of
course, microgrids with higher electricity purchase prices from
Shared-ESS at this time are chosen to buy electricity from the
external grid).

However, when the number of microgrids is larger, the
battery in Shared-ESS and microgrids with more renewable
energy generation can choosemicrogrids for energy tradingmore
freely at different time. Therefore, the algorithm will choose the
microgrid with the lowest electricity purchase price from Shared-
ESS, thereby savingmore electricity cost for themicrogrid cluster.

Power Exchange Among Microgrids
The microgrid 6 with more renewable energy generation sells
electricity to microgrid 5, microgrid 3, and microgrid 2 at
different time, depending on which microgrid has a lower
electric purchase price. Under this circumstance, there are more
opportunities for energy transactions between microgrids, and
more economical transaction ways will be selected, thereby
achieving better economic benefits.

Economic Benefit Analysis
When the number of microgrids is 6, the saved electricity cost
is 847.7616RMB, which is much more than the 699.8284RMB
when the number of microgrids is 4. It can be seen that when
the number of microgrids increases, for the microgrid cluster
with Shared-ESS, it facilitates reducing the total energy cost of
the system.

CONCLUSION

This article proposes an economic optimal scheduling method
for microgrid clusters with Shared-ESS. The global energy
optimization management of the microgrid cluster can be

achieved based on the established model and the optimization
method. The microgrids can realize bidirectional energy flow
with Shared-ESS through the common connected DC bus,
thereby achieving energy storage and P2P transaction among
each other. Case studies show that after equipping with the
Shared-ESS, the microgrid cluster can save up to 17.23% of the
total electricity cost, which is quite significant. For this microgrid
cluster system, 3,000 kWh is a relatively reasonable battery
capacity, based on the evaluations of different sizes of the Shared-
ESS. The greater the number of microgrids connected to Shared-
ESS, the more the electricity consumption costs can be saved,
benefiting from the better power exchange among themicrogrids.
It can be concluded that the Shared-ESS effectively facilitates the
consumption of renewable energy, plays an important role in
shifting the usage of energy during peak time, improves energy
utilization efficiency, and reduces electricity costs. Therefore, by
optimizing the charge and discharge status and the power of the
battery in Shared-ESS, and the purchase and sale strategy of the
microgrids, the operating cost of themicrogrid cluster system can
be significantly reduced, and the day-ahead economic optimal
dispatch of the microgrid cluster can be achieved.
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